
Vocabulary Guide Night  (7.1)    

Night   English 30-2
Outcomes:

1.2.1 a. select appropriate strategies to extend awareness & understanding of new perspectives, 
monitor their effectiveness, & modify them as needed
1.2.2 b. cultivate appreciation for a variety of genres, texts text creators and texts in translation from 
other countries
2.1.1 b. analyze elements present in the communication situation surrounding a text that contribute to 
the creation of the text
2.1.2 a. use a variety of strategies to comprehend literature and other texts
2.1.3 b. explain how prior knowledge of contexts, content and text form contributes to new 
understandings
2.1.4 b. create and use own reference materials to aid understanding

Vocabulary plays an essential role in understanding what we read.  In order to understand Night fully, we will 
need to create a strategy for keeping track of the unfamiliar vocabulary in this novel, and then display that 
learning in an effective manner.  As you read Night, you will follow a strategy of your choice and ensure that 
the strategy is consistently maintained throughout the unit.  Your criteria and marking guide are below.

Your completed vocabulary guide must include the following:
• A useful strategy for identifying, collecting and defining terms that you find difficult or don’t 

understand in the novel
• A method of reflecting on the importance of the vocabulary terms to the novel and your 

understanding of it
• Must be used consistently so that it may be reviewed throughout the unit and during reading
• Final vocabulary guide must be organized and clear, with attention to presentation and detail.  

You do not have to rewrite it, provided you have kept a neat guide through the unit.

You will be marked according to the following marking guide:
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Excellent identification 
& definition of terms 
creating exceptional 
new learning

Effective identification & 
definition of terms 
creating advanced new 
learning

Satisfactory 
identification & 
definition of terms 
creating general new 
learning

Poor identification & 
definition of terms 
creating little new 
learning

Superior appreciation of 
a literary text 
representing another 
culture and time

Sophisticated 
appreciation of a literary 
text representing 
another culture and 
time

General appreciation of 
a literary text 
representing another 
culture and time

Inappropriate 
appreciation of a literary 
text representing 
another culture and 
time

Vocabulary exercise 
contributes in a 
meaningful & thorough 
way to student 
communication

Vocabulary exercise 
contributes in an 
important & developed 
way to student 
communication

Vocabulary exercise 
contributes in an 
acceptable & basic way 
to student 
communication

Vocabulary exercise 
contributes in a limited 
& incomplete way to 
student communication

Student has created 
and used a reference 
appropriate to expand 
their understanding

Student has created 
and used a reference 
appropriate to support 
their understanding

Student has created 
and used a reference 
appropriate to display 
their understanding

Student has not created 
and used a reference 
appropriate to aid their 
understanding
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